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FREE DUNGEON 
SCENERY SET
Need some scenery for your 

dungeon? If the answer 

is yes then you’re in luck 

as this month we also 

have papercraft projects 

including bookcases, 

crates and more!

FREE ORCS FOR 3D PRINTERS
This month we have a great set of Orcs for 

you to run through your 3D printer. 

With � ve di� erent sculpts we think they will 
make a great addition to the 3D Dungeon set 

we gave away in last month’s issue.

We have teamed up with 
fatdragongames.com to give 
you some free hobby projects to 
work on embracing both the new 
and the old!
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WELCOME TO RE-ROLL
We’re diving back into 
another awesome 
issue of Re-Roll for 
you as Christmas 
approaches! The long 
awaited Cel Shading 
Painting Tutorial has 
arrived alongside 
some fantastic looks 

at the world of Human Interface: Nakamura Tower 
and Kingdom Death: Monster 1.5.

It wouldn’t be an issue of Re-Roll without Tactics 
Tome telling us all about Target Priority and Mortal 
Realms getting all wibbly wobbly as we talk Time!

Not only that but we’re talking with Steamforged 
Games with an excellent Q&A and pick out some 
awesome news too. 

Re-Roll is going to take a break over the 
Christmas period until February. Enjoy the 
holidays everyone and we’ll be back in the New 
Year ready to go!

Ben

THE TEAM
There’s a dedicated team who work hard to 

make Re-Roll a reality. Here’s who was involved 
this month.

Lloyd Johnston  .  Ben Shaw  .  Warren Johnston
Lance Wilson  .  John Lyons  .  Dawn Lomax

Gianna Lomax  .  James Johnson  .  Samuel Poots
Thomas Guthrie  .  Justin McAuley  .  Chris Handley   

.  James Valadas Marques81 The Return Of The Kingdom
 Kingdom Death: Monster 1.5

COVER STORY
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FireForge Games has put together 
their new Burn & Loot Starter Set, 
expanding on the ways you can play 
your games of Deus Vult during the 
Medieval period.

The boxset contains two cracking 
looking  Medieval-era armies, lead 
by Mounted Characters similar in 
style to the art above.

Each army looks poised ready to get 
stuck into battle as they raid and loot 
a small settlement, the start of which 
comes in the box.

GET MEDIEVAL WITH THE NEW 
DEUS VULT STARTER SET: BURN & LOOT

HISTORICAL & MODERN ► FIREFORGE-GAMES.COM
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Let’s take a look at each of the units in the box 
starting with the Mounted Characters which 
look great charging into battle, swords held 
high, sculpted insignia emblazoned on their 
shields.

With leaders like this, the rank and � le troops 
must feel emboldened and ready for battle. 
This is a good thing as the two armies have 
quite a few troops to keep in line, such as the 
array of 24 Foot Sergeants we can see below.
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Moving on we can see there are 20 heavy 
Men-at-Arms which, just like the Foot 
Sergeants, have been armed with spears 
and shields, readily available at the time for 
a mustered force eager to both defend their 
home and indeed raid those of others!

Riding into battle alongside the Generals 
there is a contingent of heavily armed and 
armoured Knights with 6 of them available in 
a barded fashion for some extra protection. In 
total you get 16 Knights included between 
the forces.
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Rounding out the forces you have 8 Bowmen 
and 8 Crossbowmen to provide a vital ranged 
attacking option. It will be interesting to see 
which performs better as this looks like the 
main di� erence between the armies.

HOW WOULD YOU PAINT THEM?
While this is a rather standard face o�  between 
Red and Blue you could paint these up as 
warriors from A Game Of Thrones. Imagine 
them as Lannister vs. Stark!
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ALL YOU NEED TO GET 
STARTED
If you’re looking for a good start 
into this era of history this may 
be a good avenue, especially 
considering you get a Medieval 
Cottage. This will help you get 
started creating a full village for 
your armies to raid.

But you also need the extra bits 
and pieces to get started and 
included is a rulebook, tokens, 
measuring sticks and dice. 
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It’s been a busy month for Corvus Belli as 
they have no less than � ve new In� nity 
releases ready for their eager fans.

MARAUDERS, 5307TH 
RANGER UNIT
Leading the way we have the Marauders 
for Ariadna. They will be serving the 
USARF with a box of four miniatures that � t 
perfectly with what you get in the Starter 
Pack. Together they make up a very e� ective 
kill team. You could use them for taking out 
operatives, controlling objectives or even
just defending an outpost.

THE LATEST INFINITY RELEASES ARE A  
STUNNING ADDITION TO THE RANGE

SCIENCE FICTION ► INFINITYTHEGAME.COM
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BASHI BAZOUKS WITH SMG
Next, we’re heading to join the forces of 
the Haqqislam and the Qapu Khalqi with 
the Bashi Bazouks. This paratrooper with 
a Holoprojector and the Sword of Allah is 
not to be messed with.

With the ability to enter the battle� eld 
through unexpected vectors you’ll be 
confusing the enemy with the added holo-
echoes you bring to the tabletop. They are 
also super cost e� ective too!
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FRAACTA DROP 
UNIT WITH 
SPITFIRE
The Combined Army 
and the Onyx Contact 
Force continue to 
impress with another 
single miniature. The 
Fraacta are the kind 
of paratrooper that 
can land and deliver a 
demolishing blow to an 
enemy position.

If you want to change 
the course of a battle 
then this is your best 
shot as they are also 
equipped with the ever 
reliable and dangerous 
Spit� re.
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KAAURI SENTINELS
Joining the Tohaa we have the Kaauri 

Sentinels who come as a set of two 

miniatures. 

Similar to other releases this month they 

are very versatile on the tabletop and 

can counter any hidden threats on the 

tabletop.

For those worried about camo and 

impersonator units in the enemy ranks 

here is your solution.

“Ah class, more additions to Tohaa is 

great, this faction is really coming along.”

Justin
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DIRE FOES MISSION 
PACK 6: DEFIANT TRUTH
You got a look at this not long ago and 

it’s � nally coming out! As a great purchase 

after the events of Operation: Red Veil this 

is a great way to � nd out what happens 

after Neon Lotus.

Inside you get new miniatures for both 

Haqqislam and Yu Jing continuing their 

narrative in future missions.

Which is your favourite from 
this new bunch of releases?
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A new Allied WW2 tank is ready for the 
battle� eld from Warlord Games; the 
American designed M3 Stuart Tank.

The M3 Stuart was an upgrade from 
its predecessor, the M2 light tank, and 
featured thicker armour, modi� ed 
suspension and a new recoil system.

Although an American tank the M3 
Stuart was used by many of the other 
Allied forces, including the Russians, 
British and Chinese, and was also 
captured and utilised by the Germans 
and Japanese, so this is a tank that will 
sit comfortably in many collections.

WARLORD’S M3 
STUART TANK READY 
FOR DEPLOYMENT

HISTORICAL & MODERN ► STORE.WARLORDGAMES.COM
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It’s a nifty looking tank that seems like 

it would be able to hold its own on 

the battle� eld and Warlord has paid 

particularly close attention to recreating 

the details of the original tank designs.

The kit is another welcome addition to the 

range of Warlord plastic tanks and comes 

with a variety of build options including 

rounded or plate turret variants, external 

fuel tanks, and sand guards plus new 

weapon options.

It was used for a variety of 
rolls through the war, from 
tank-versus-tank combat to 
reconnaissance depending 
on the force using it and the 
theatre of combat.

“Cool for mid-war British & US armies. 

Particularly North Africa themed forces.”

John
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TTCombat is getting back into the realm of 

Americana with these new Suburban Houses for 

use in your games. While of course, they’d work for 

Historical gaming we reckon you might want to 

explore The Walking Dead with these.

There are � ve di� erent designs of house. Some of 

them look rather simple and small but work as a 

good marker to show o�  the range of choice you 

have when building a table.

TTCOMBAT INTRODUCE NEW 
SUBURBAN HOUSES TO TERRAIN RANGE

HISTORICAL & MODERN ► TTCOMBAT.COM
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All you’d need to do is get stuck 
in with some furniture to make 
them look lived in and you’d 
have a nice neighbourhood to 
explore.

While they are quite bare 
bones it wouldn’t take much 
to add to these and take them 
to the next level. Being rather 
inexpensive too you could 
probably snap up a few of these 
and create a proper American 
neighbourhood.

While they are quite bare bones 
it wouldn’t take much to add to 
these and take them to the next 
level. Being rather inexpensive 
too you could probably snap 
up a few of these and create a 
proper neighbourhood.
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We’re focusing in on one of the quirkiest-

looking releases from Dark Sword 
Miniatures today as we show o�  their 

Adult Land Shark & Pups which have 

been added to their webstore.

As you can see this is a monstrous looking 

beast and its young, while cute, would 

probably chomp on your bones just as 

readily. The Land Shark can also be made 

with the � n down.

If you wanted to use this in your games 

then you might want to consider it as a 

Bulette in Dungeons & Dragons. Its huge 

form would be cruising through the 

ground, it’s large mouth chewing up earth 

before it smashes from beneath you ready 

for a snack!

LAND SHARKS 
LUMBER 
FORTH FROM 
DARK SWORD 
MINIATURES

FANTASY ► DARKSWORDMINIATURES.COM
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If you’re a fan of the worlds of Bladerunner, The 
Matrix, and Ghosts In A Shell then you’ll want 
to jack in and download all the information 
about the new title from Post Industrial Games, 
Human Interface: Nakamura Tower (HINT for 
short).

Set in a Cyberpunk world where massive 
corporations hold sway over the lives of

normal people you will play as con� icting
factions � ghting to either bring these 
corporations down or make sure they continue 
to turn a pro� t.

All of this is in addition to the utterly amazing 
models that they’ve made for the game. Their 
32mm scale metal models are some of the best 
looking on the market right now. 

JACK INTO THE CYBERPUNK WORLD OF 
HUMAN INTERFACE: NAKAMURA TOWER

SCIENCE FICTION ► SHOP.HINT-THEGAME.COM
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The game features a 
number of di� erent 

factions and these give 
us a window into

the world of HINT. 

We’ll kick things o�  
with the Ubermensch...
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THE UBERMENSCH
This group of criminals � ght for free access 
to cybernetic enhancements and while 
that might seem to be a noble cause they 
have turned to more nefarious methods in 
order to make this a reality. 

With the pay and backing of The 
Micromachines Corporation they have 
been hired to in� ltrate Nakamura Tower 
and conduct a bit of industrial espionage 
with a bit of cold blooded murder thrown 
into the mix.

While most people would be content 
with a few cybernetic augmentations the 
Ubermensch see it a way of life, the next 
step for civilisation. Shoko Takayama (top 
image) shows the pinnacle of what they 
want to achieve as they become more 
machine than man.
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In addition to the suave Werner Kube 
and Tetsuo Kenji the somewhat more 
psychotic and unstable Lupu Reck has 
been drafted into the services of Nakamura 
to � ght the perceived gangland threat 
posed by the Ubermensch.

THE NAKAMURA CORPORATION
Defending the facility we have the members of the 
Nakamura Corporation led by Mrs. Yukio Nakamura, the 
new CEO, herself. 

As you might imagine there are some strange goings on 
happening behind the doors of this facility and those secrets 
need to be protected at all costs. 

While the outward appearance would be one of measured 
excellence a few of those in her employ are far from 
squeaky clean.

Markus Ho� man for example is ready 
for all threats, embracing the need for 
armed security teams able to take down 
Cybernetically enhanced individuals.
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NAKAMURA DRONES
While both of the factions we’ve talked 
about, present in the base game, are out to 
ful� ll their own agendas the AI that controls 
Nakamura Tower is far from happy. 

Concerned with the defence of the facility 
the Drones will take on anything they 
perceive as a threat, even the employees 
of the Nakamura Corporation. 

In game these bots will be focusing their attention on 
whoever strays into their path. If you threaten the facility 
then you need to be put down, but a bit of nifty hacking 

might help � ddle with their wiring all the more!
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RAID 44
The Rapid Action And Investigation 
Department 44 are a section of the police 
force in the city given over to dealing 
with dangerous cybernetically enhanced 
individuals who pose a threat to citizens

While their beginnings were one of heavy 
handed justice, destroying those they saw 
as threats, they have since then become 
more sophisticated. Now they head into 
the � ghting with combat hackers ready to 
shut down their foes as well as gun them 
down.

Highly intelligent individuals make up this 
elite squad however some might say that 
they defend the Corporate interests much 
more readily than they should.
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BLACK STONE COMMANDOS
Ful� lling a similar role to that of the RAID 
44 squad but on a much wider scale the 
Black Stone Commandos are another 
unit equipped to deal with the most 
deadly of adversaries, especially those 
who are cybernetically augmented. 

These soldiers go through a rigorous 
training routine known as ‘Hell 

Week’ and come out the other 
side as grizzled � ghters ready 

to get stuck into the action.

Equipped with some of the 
deadliest weapons and with 

access to high-spec tactical options 
like the EXO Suits, they are not to be 

tri� ed with. 
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HOW HINT PLAYS
The game of HINT plays like a lot of 
character based tabletop games out there 
where you’ll be taking control of one of the 
characters from the game, or a group of 
them, and kitting them out with all manner 
of cybernetics and weapons to get the job 
done as they attack Nakamura Tower. 

One of the most interesting aspects 
of the game when it comes to that kit 
is Cybershock. Each of the characters, 
especially those from the Ubermensch, 
love augmenting their bodies but it comes 
at a cost of their humanity.

If you install too many cybernetics or push 
yourself too far you might � nd yourself 
overloading your mind and being turned 
into a slobbering drone. It’s all about 
testing your limits to get the job done but 
without crossing that border.  
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Cards have also been introduced 
to keep noses out of the rulebook 
so you can get stuck into actually 
playing the game.

These cards also form the basis 
for the game’s mechanic 
and the CanDo system. 
This builds on their 
focus that 
each of the 
characters here are 
professionals at what they 
do shooting hitting targets, 
and hacking systems comes 
naturally to them. However, 
other factors then come into play 
de� ning exactly how successful 
their attempts were at given 
actions.
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HACKING
For example when it 
comes to hacking, a 
mainstay of a Cyberpunk 
world, you will be 
using a number of 
di� erent programs at 
your disposal, be they 
o� ensive or defensive, 
against the game deck. 
Your total skill from 
these programs is then 
added to the draw of 
a CanDo card against 
a card from the game 
- if you win then your 
program begins to work 
with its desired e� ects, 
activating drones or 
unlocking/locking doors 
for example.
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GETTING INTO THE ACTION
Away from hacking every character can 

do two actions which including attacking, 

moving and activating equipment they 

might have.

Moving is based around traversing 

di� erent ‘� elds’ which act as the segments 

of the game board. You can get picked 

o�  by reaction shots from enemies and 

you resolve that in a similar way to other 

tests. This means using the bene� ts of 

the weapon plus a CanDo card against 

Dodging and other abilities plus a CanDo 

card for the character in question.

This brings us onto damage! The result on 

a CanDo card will denote where you shot 

an enemy. This means that body locations 

can be damaged in di� erent ways giving 

you a real sense of a dynamic � ght going 

on.

Interestingly on top of all that the CanDo 

cards might match the Luck of your 

characters. If that is the case then you can 

modify the result by +1 or -1 depending 

on what works out best for you. This helps 

mitigate a bit of the luck from the game 

and gives you more options. 

The AI will then get to react to the goings 

on in the facility. Working o�  of shots � red, 

hacking attempts, deaths and more the 

AI will decided where next to deploy its 

drones. They will then begin to ‘clean up’ 

the mess left by these pesky meatbags!
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THE MINIATURES
As well as the base game for HINT the folks at 

Postindustrial Games have put together quite 

the selection of awesome models to supplement 

your collection going forward.

The quality of the models is top notch, cast in 

metal and standing around 32mm to the eye. 

They all look nice and dynamic, most echoing 

their characters from the background well on 

the tabletop, and most if not all are individual 

sculpts too!

Highlights include the SAR Angel Corp and the 

AI Human Hybrid Forms giving you a taste of 

the high-end cybernetics at play here. 
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The AI Human Hybrid Forms in 
particular really caught our attention 

when it came to looking at the 
game, managing to evoke the 

feeling of the old Cyberpunk 2020 
world while giving it a cool 

Ghost In The Shell vibe.

“Oh that’s cool, I didn’t know they 

had a range of boxsets for this game.”

Lloyd
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Individual characters 
like the fantastic 
Cyborg Hunter and 
Sylvia Alvarez also 
give you more options 
to choose from when 
it comes to who is 
going to take part in 
your missions on the 
tabletop.

A real concerted e� ort has been made to provide those 
getting into the game with high end metal sculpts. 
While others have wanted to see them branch out into 
plastic and resin the metal techniques they’re using 
appear to be on the money when it comes to their 
methods.
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So there you have it; a look into the world of 
Human Interface: Nakamura Tower. It promises 
to be the � rst big look back to Cyberpunk on the 

tabletop in what seems like an age!
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In Medieval times water-driven mills were the most powerful land-
based machines that converted natural energy into mechanical 
power. A town’s Watermill was used for grinding grains, legumes, 
and other foodstu� s. It provided constant food supplies for 
townsfolk!

Tabletop World is adding to their stunning 
range of terrain with a Watermill 
as their next big project. 
It’s an exciting looking 
structure with many 
stories to tell. 

A highly detailed 
terrain piece, with 
a full interior, this 
would make 
for a great 
centrepiece for 
your gaming 
tabletop.

A WATERMILL PROJECT IS UP NEXT 
FROM TABLETOP WORLD!

FANTASY ► TABLETOP-WORLD.COM
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“You pay for quality, but damn, this is nice quality.”

midas

Like most of the terrain from Tabletop 
World, this would be suitable for various 
historical periods and fantasy worlds.

All of their terrain pieces are incredibly 
well detailed and it looks like this one is 
no di� erent. There are so many interesting 
aspects of the building to look at including 
the intricately detailed wood of the wheel 
itself and the stones haphazardly making 
up its walls. 

It feels like a genuinely realistic building 
that could have been sitting by the side 
of that river for years as a feature of the 
landscape.

BUILT AROUND THE RIVER
You can choose to have the Watermill 
come with or without the River Base. If 
you choose to have it without then the 
Watermill comes cut to � t a � at playing 
surface. But, who would really have a 
Watermill without a river!
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Paranoid Miniatures is currently sculpting 
like crazy for their Lovecraftian based game 
Mythos, with the Hidden Ones faction going 
into full development.

Molly is the � rst up for the faction and we love 
what they have been able to accomplish with 
her 3D sculpt, while staying true to her original 
concept art.

She looks harmless enough at � rst glance, and 
then you see the subtle tentacles coming out 
from under her cloak and holding a bucket!

Molly just sets the scene for the rest of the 
faction so well, we look forward to seeing 
what they do with the rest of the collection 
emerging from the shadows.

LOVECRAFTIAN MOLLY OF THE HIDDEN 
ONES TAKES 3D FORM FOR MYTHOS

PULP, PUNK, HORROR & WEIRD ► PARANOID-MINIATURES.COM
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Sarissa Precision has a new release for your next 18th-century 
tabletop game. The new Sidewheel Paddle Steamer can be 
used in any game from the American Civil War up to and 
including Weird Wild West games.

This boat is a nice size measuring in at around W205 x 
D390 x H115mm approximately. You will also � nd 
that the roof is removable allowing for gun� ghts 
inside and a few bowie knife scu�  es over a 
game of poker!

We reckon that this boat would make for an 
excellent centrepiece in any game and would 
make for a dynamic setting for objective based adventures. 

SARISSA PRECISION IS GOING
DOWNRIVER WITH A NEW BOAT

HISTORICAL & MODERN ► SARISSA-PRECISION.COM
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As part of their Bone & Darkness 
Expansion for RelicBlade, Metal King 
sculpted up this wonderful Eel Sorcerer 
for use as part of their sourcebook on The 
Deep.

The model is a nefarious foe based on the 
artwork by Keegan Kaya McGee and looks 
great with some water-weathered armour 
and a lantern clutched in his hand.

This adds to a growing range of superb 
models for both the Heroes and Villains of 
the RelicBlade universe.

METAL KING ADD THE EEL SORCERER TO 
RELICBLADE’S THE DEEP EXPANSION

FANTASY ► RELICBLADE.COM
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Antediluvian Miniatures has now added 
new Saxon Dwarves to their range with 
four di� erent characters to snap up.

All armed with hand weapons and shields 
they would make a good set of warriors 
to use in a larger warband or to defend a 
mountain stronghold.

SAXON DWARVES ADD A NEW ALBEIT 
SHORTER DIMENSION TO YOUR BATTLES

FANTASY ► ANTEDILUVIANMINIATURES.COM

“Angry bearded bloke on the right is my pick, 

a nice mini”

beardragon14
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If you’re looking for an impressive 

centrepiece to battle in then maybe you’ll 

� nd what you’re looking for with the 

Alcazaba Caravansary from Warsenal for 

use in your games of In� nity.

This building has plenty of awesome things 

that make a terrain piece great for In� nity 

including loads of nooks and crannies 

to play around in, gaining cover from all 

sorts of walls and windows, and it also has 

elevation for those who like sniping too.

If it sounds like we’re gushing it’s because 

we love the look of this building. It 

encapsulates so much of what’s good 

about In� nity and the kind of terrain

it inspires companies to make.

SCIENCE FICTION ► WARSEN.AL

BATTLE IN 
WARSENAL’S 
ALCAZABA 
CARAVANSARY 
FOR INFINITY
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There are four levels to play on and � ve 

individual looking rooms which will 

make for some dynamic moments on the 

tabletop. Just think of the photography 

you could pull o�  with this building.

If you’re going to be picking this up we’d 

love to hear how you’re going to include 

it as part of your In� nity terrain on the 

tabletop. We think it would look great 

amidst loads of smaller buildings, standing 

high above them all as a central objective. 
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Target Priority isn’t so much a speci� c tactic as a 

general thought and analysis process you should 

bring to the heart of your gaming philosophy. 

 

By applying these methods of threat assessment, 

battle� eld opportunity, and risk vs. reward, you can 

build an initial game plan, then tactically reshape it 

each and every turn to � ne-tune your approach on a 

changing situation.

 

Step by step, we will now explore the components 

(or phases) of this thinking process to determine 

your Target Priorities.

While virtually all our games 
are driven by a signi� cant 

factor of luck, there is also a 
crucial element of skill that top 
players exhibit in order to win 

on a more consistent basis.  
Once you “dial in” to some of 
these fundamentals, they can 

be a game changer for your 
tactics and strategy.

TACTICS TOME: 
TARGET PRIORITY - A CRUCIAL SKILL TO MASTER
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WHAT IS THE MISSION 
OBJECTIVE & HOW LONG 
DO I HAVE? 
At the start of the game it’s crucial to 

understand the win conditions of the 

game, and determine both the obvious 

and unobvious ways to achieve the win 

condition.

 

Two common scenario types are “Seize 

& Hold Objectives” and “Victory Points.”  

Let’s explore some easy ways Target 

Priority can be applied to these general 

game types.

“At the start of the game it’s crucial 
to understand the win conditions”
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HOLDING 
OBJECTIVES
Many games require you to 

take and hold speci� c spots 

in the gaming area, usually 

while preventing your 

opponent from doing the 

same.  Objectives can also 

be certain units or targets 

you have to destroy. 

 

Assessing which objectives 

to go after (and when), 

balanced against defending 

against your opponent’s 

e� orts, can be a big part of 

Target Priority.

Options include:
• Which objectives should you go after � rst? Are there any you can take 

quickly and cheaply? Taking an objective straight o�  can mentally put 

you opponent on the back foot.

• Once an objective is taken, can you reinforce the units now holding it 

against the inevitable enemy counterattack?

• Is there an advantage to taking objectives in a certain order? Is there a 

chance to “leapfrog” from one objective to another?

• Are there some objectives that are not worth it? This can be especially 

true in games where players get to place each other’s objectives. 

Some objectives may be “bait,” goading you into an attack your 

opponent hopes you will make.

• Really look at the table and try to guess which objectives your 

opponent might be going for. Which of your units will be best at 

neutralizing his high-attack, high-movement units that will probably 

be used to go for these objectives?

• Objective games are often won more through movement than 

� repower. How can you interfere with the environment to slow 

enemy movement toward his objectives? Depending on the game, 

this can be smoke, mine� elds, suppressive � re, electronic warfare, or 

magical e� ects.
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Options include continued:
• Also, some games allow players to place certain terrain features. Just be careful that these impeding 

elements don’t blind your own counter� re or slow your counterattacks or defensive reinforcements. 

Often, in front of a key objective you want a nice, long, murderously open � eld of � re your enemy has to 

cross.

• Are there even objectives you can destroy to deny the enemy access (bridges, landing � elds, teleportation 

portals, sci-�  systems consoles, etc.)?

• Objective games usually have a time or turn limit. How long do you have to take how many objectives?  Is 

it possible to take an objective too soon... i.e., do you risk tipping your hand and leaving yourself open to 

twelve turns of counterattack? Conversely, be careful not to wait until the last turn to assault an objective 

it will take two or three turns to take. Be mindful of the turn sequence, and exactly when your units move, 

attack, and enemy units responds.

• What kind of army do you have? A slow, durable, tough army with high defence attributes? Take a few key 

objectives as early as possible, then grind up enemy units as they try to throw you out.

• Or, do you have a fast, high-attack, but somewhat fragile army? Perhaps it’s best to attack several 

objectives, knowing that the enemy’s counterattack will probably re-take at least a few...and you won’t 

have to take crippling losses defending any objective in particular.   
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VICTORY POINTS
These are games where 

the winner is determined 

by a score of points. Often 

these points are awarded 

for destroyed enemy units, 

but can also include the 

possession or destruction of 

certain objectives. Certain 

enemy units may have to be 

destroyed for greater point 

awards. 

In such cases, apply the 

“Objective Game” Target 

Priority principles listed 

before.  But when it comes 

to simply “running up the 

score”...

• Where are the easy point scores in the opponent’s army and can you 

reach them or keep them within reach until the right moment?

• Can you deny access to your own “juicy” high-value units, or at least 

ensure your opponent uses his best units ine�  ciently in clumsy, 

awkward, and expensive e� orts to reach them?  In e� ect, can you 

prevent your opponent from scoring points until you allow it?

• A famous song about gambling advises us to “never count your 

money while you’re sitting at the table.”  Do not take this advice in a 

point-based game. Quite the opposite, try your best to at least keep 

an estimate of the score. This will allow you to make good Target 

Priority decisions.

• Nothing is worse than taking ten points worth of losses for a � ve-

point bridge, only to realize you were already winning by seven 

points and thus didn’t need the bridge...but now those ten points in 

casualties have lost you the game. This is a critical failure in points-

based Target Priority.
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SEEING THINGS FROM THE 
OPPONENT’S PERSPECTIVE
During deployment, have you ever ventured to your 

opponent’s side of the table to look at things to see if 

you have left any openings?

 

So many of us stay rooted to “our side” of the gaming 

table, missing opportunities to see things di� erently.

 

Seeing things from a di� erent perspective is 

especially important during our early forays into 

battle.  This is a good habit to adopt not just during 

deployment, but at multiple points during the game. 

 

If you feel uncomfortable asking your opponent for 

a stroll to his side of the table, just make an excuse 

about how cool a particular engagement looks on 

the battle� eld.  Marvel at some “awesome terrain,” 

and cover up your intel gathering as a � u� y narrative 

moment!

IDENTIFY SOURCES OF ENEMY 
THREATS
While you’re applying Target Priority toward 

planning your own attacks, always remember 

to keep an eye on what the opponent is doing.  

Conquering one objective while losing three 

is not good Target Priority. You can always win 

on at least some part of the � eld just through 

good defence.

 

To do this, however, you have to correctly 

identify which units pose a threat to your 

units, objectives, or overall disposition. 

Remember to consider both ranged attacks 

and close combat.  Ask your opponent about 

ranges, attack strengths, or bonuses, or do a 

bit of research in advance of a game to try and 

work out what the threat bubbles are.

 

Based on what you learn, decide on the most 

cost-e� ective way to deal with those units 

who can really cause pain. Can you � nd a 

way to destroy them early or do you have a 

method of staying out of their way? Could it 

be su�  cient to tie them up for a low points 

cost?
“Seeing things from a di� erent 
perspective is especially 
important during our early 
forays into battle. ”
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO COMMIT 
TO ENSURE A UNIT IS DESTROYED?
You will often have a choice of multiple enemy units 

to attack, but rarely the � repower to deal with all 

of them at once. This is where you should apply 

Target Priority to select which enemy units must be 

engaged � rst, and allocate su�  cient combat power 

to ensure the target is neutralized.

 

This may be more complicated than it sounds.  

Even if you select the right target, putting too little 

� repower on it might allow it to survive. If you put 

too much, you “overkill” the target and squander 

� repower that may have been allocated elsewhere.

 

Remember that many games allow units to be 

pinned, suppressed, shaken, or otherwise “put on 

hold.” Smaller resources can be allocated to these 

results for the time being, allowing for “perma-kills” 

on more important (or threatening) targets.

Depending on the game and its turn sequence, you 

may also want to designate primary and secondary 

targets for your units. This way if enemy units are 

destroyed faster (or last longer) than expected, 

adjustments can be made later in your activations to 

ensure the most important results are delivered.

 

Beware the healing units. Some units heal wounds 

(their own or even other units), and these may 

have to be dealt with decisively so as not to cause 

a protracted issue. Yes, other units will get an easy 

ride in the meantime, but you must be proactive in 

dealing with these types of units.
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“PINS” VS. “KILLS”
Say you’re playing a naval � eet battle, like 

Drop� eet Commander. You’re faced with ten  

enemy ships.  Is it better to knock them all 

down to 80% of their damage, or outright kill 

two of them?

 

Damaging or pinning enemy units, or putting 

them to “shaken” morale of some sort, is often 

well and good. But sometimes focusing on 

just a few units is important to kill those units, 

because that means less � repower coming 

back at you (or orders dice or activation cards 

or what have you).

 

Also, sometimes small or weak units have 

special “synergistic” abilities that make them 

force multipliers for larger units. If a powerful 

unit is coming at you, but the weaker scout unit 

with him gives the big guy a +1 to hit, consider 

taking out the scout unit to weaken the larger 

unit.  This is especially true of many skirmish 

games where squad coordination is important. 

 

Also, killing units early in the game, even if 

they are small, can put your opponent in a 

“defensive mental space.”

 

All that said, sometimes you want to use a 

portion of your force to - rather than kill one 

unit -  slow down or pin three or four units. 

This may come up in a situation where you 

want to kill a higher-priority target elsewhere, 

or if you want to buy time for part of your 

force to withdraw or redeploy.  These kinds of 

situations come up in games where you are 

outnumbered.
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WHAT OBSTACLES CAN GET IN THE WAY?
Obstacles include not only terrain but any roadblocks your 

opponent could place in your way.  Consider units and vehicles 

that could move into the way (including reserves), units that 

can cover your planned approaches with � re, or ‘magical’ 

e� ects that can a� ect the underlying terrain.

THINKING A TURN AHEAD
What is your opponent likely to do over the course 

of their next turn?  While considering this, get 

around to their side of the table again.

 

This is probably going to be tricky to begin with as 

like most of the above experience is going to have 

a big part to play in your ability to read the battle.

 

But make the point of trying.  At least make a guess 

and if you’re wrong, register that and learn from 

the experience. It’s important to remember that the 

purpose of this article is to get you into the habit of 

thinking in a particular fashion. This process relies 

on both habit and experience, and you have to 

build both over time.
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‘PSYCH OUT’ OR ‘LURE’ THE OPPONENT
Like they say in poker: “Don’t play the cards, play the 
man.” In other words, it’s all very well playing the game 
you see on the table, but remember where the threat 
really comes from...your opponent’s mind.  Put another 
way, the opponent’s mind can be a “Target” that you can 
“Prioritise.”
 
Playing mind games with an opponent is very advanced, 
but don’t discount the possibility  that your opponent 
may well believe you’re playing mind games...when in 
fact you’re just playing in a bad, disorganised (or just 
should we say unorthodox) fashion!
 
A few years ago, Warren played an interesting game of 
Flames of War back when he was just learning the game. 
His opponent was very experienced yet Warren almost 
won the day, but not because he played well or was even 
lucky with the dice. His inexperience almost became 
an asset, he hadn’t been schooled in the conventions 
or typical tactics of the game. He hadn’t yet learned 
what was “impossible” and that made him dangerously 
unpredictable.
 
Warren describes the experience as a � y bouncing o�  
windows and walls, just randomly doing what he thought 
might work in an aggressive and unorthodox fashion. His 
opponent, meanwhile, was melting his own mind trying 
to read into the “master plan” that Warren simply didn’t 
have. Ultimately experience won out, but it made for a 
very interesting after-match chat!
 
Warren learned a valuable lesson about ultra-aggressive 
gameplay in early games. Don’t worry about losing, 
you’re probably going to lose anyway.  But this is how 
you test your units, learn what they can really do, then 
tweak your lists and try it again.
 
As experience develops you won’t need this “kamikaze 
academy” way of learning, but for Warren at least this 
kind of “active learning” is fun and sometimes even grabs 
the odd lucky victory!
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TARGET PRIORITY CHEAT SHEET
If you are among the more analytical, organised, or 

curious among us, maintaining a cheat sheet during your 

learning process might be a valuable experience.

 

Based on the “SWOT” (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, 

Threat) analysis, the cheat sheet is a simple, clear, and 

concise description of each of your units.  Note this is 

not a “stat line” or � u�  or “meta abilities,” but more 

fundamental picture of their purpose in your game (see 

images for examples).

 

Such a cheat sheet can serve as a handy reminder of 

what you can (and perhaps cannot) do with each unit.  

Hopefully this will let you feel a bit more purposeful 

in your decision making, and less like that � y that’s 

bumping into every wall and window!

 

Such notes are worth printing and keeping on hand at 

the table, if only to help you stay focused on your pre-

game planning and target prioritization.  Also keep a 

pen handy if something crops up you never considered, 

so you can add or change something in the card.

 

Obviously you don’t want your opponent reading these 

during the game.  Army lists and stat lines are one 

thing, but notes like this you should feel free to keep 

to yourself while the game is in progress.  Explain that 

you’re happy to share at the end of the game and swap 

tips etc., a friendly and seasoned player might even help 

you add or improve the info you have in each column!

We’ve given you a lot to digest here but 
we’d really love to hear how you think 
about target priority in your games!
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Limited to 150 copies Terrible 

Kids Stuff have worked alongside 

Paul Bonner to bring one of his art 

pieces to life. 

Paul Bonner has been creating 

artwork for loads of 

miniatures games, role-

playing games and more for 

years and his style is wonderfully 

cartoonish with a hint of the grim 

about it too. When it translates over 

into model form it creates some 

wonderful characters.

The model here was sculpted and 

painted by Allan Carrasco and it stands 

at a mighty 75mm in scale. That means 

while it might not be worth using 

on the tabletop it would be a 

wonderful project for a painter to 

get involved with.

TERRIBLE KIDS STUFF 
SCULPT UP A PAUL 
BONNER GOBLIN 
SHAMAN

FANTASY ► TERRIBLEKIDSSTUFF.COM
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NORDIC INSPIRATION
Something that comes across in all of Paul 
Bonner’s work is the way he has been 
in� uenced by Nordic mythology. The 
characterisation of each piece looks as if it 
has been drawn from the sagas themselves 
and you can see it in the trinkets he has 
woven into his cloak and hanging about 
his neck.

Another aspect of his work apparent in 
many pieces is the way he emphasises 
the noses! I think you’ll agree that this 
particular Goblin has quite the konk. 

PAINTING PROWESS
Allan Carrasco should be commended 
once again for the painting of this model. 
His work on the blending for the skin of 
the Goblin makes it look like it’s been done 
digitally and it tricked a few of us!

With a piece like this you get a chance to 
really dip into your skill set and try out 
something new too. Don’t forget that you 
should try things out on test miniatures 
however before you attempt something 
like this Goblin!

“Fantastic! Before looking at the static grass, I would have sworn this was a Paul Bonner painting.“

subedai
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WARLORD’S MACEDONIAN WAR 
ELEPHANTS STOMP INTO HAIL CAESAR

HISTORICAL & MODERN ► STORE.WARLORDGAMES.COM

Warlord Games has shown 
o�  the Macedonian War 
Elephants joining the war 
e� ort for Hail Caesar. 

These huge beasts 
of war would have 
terri� ed those who faced 
them on the battle� eld 
and they would have been 
instrumental in the war 
e� ort of Alexander the 
Great for example.

They were armoured 
and dangerous 
meaning that most 
weapons bounced 
o�  them. The crew 
atop with pikes 
would then spear 
those who got too 
close.
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However, with a few arrows 
coming their way and some 
� re you could spook them 
and send them stampeding 
away back into their own 
lines creating absolute 
mayhem in the process.

We’d bet this alone is good 
enough reason for budding 
historical players to � eld 
these beasts in an epic
Sunday gaming 
session.

“Who needs a tank when you can have 

an Elephant of War!”

Warren
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PlastCraft has now expanded upon their 
ColorED terrain range, providing you with 
a collection of pre-coloured terrain pieces, 
to now include the 10mm battle� elds of 
Dropzone Commander! 

As you can see their new collection of 
buildings allows you to create a shining city, an 
example of humanity’s prosperousness as they 
head towards the stars. It also makes it the 
perfect target for a Scourge invasion.

THE COLOR-ED RANGE BY PLASTCRAFT 
EXPANDS TO DROPZONE COMMANDER!

SCIENCE FICTION ► PLASTCRAFTGAMES.COM
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Then, you have those massive 
triangular structures with the 
bridge crossing over the road 
immediately stepping things 
up and taking us towards 
the futuristic. As well as some 
neat examples of the buildings 
having those extra layers to 
them promoting di� erent 
design choices, the additional 
levels add to the way you 
play the game as you’ll be 
positioning your troops up on 
those bridges and rooftops 
looking down at the battle 
going on below.

There’s a wide variety of di� erent building 
types for you to choose from including 

some that are similar in shape and style 
to buildings we would see on the 

streets today but with a little 
more of a Cyberpunk feel.
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We think this building with the small 

helipad on the top � oor would be great 

for extraction missions, becoming a key 

location in a battle. With the terrain, 

coming almost ready to play, you can’t 

help but immediately start thinking of the 

gaming possibilities and we’re thinking up 

quite a few!

Now you just need to think about how 

you’d ‘ruin’ this terrain when the Scourge 

takes over. We think lots of overgrown 

vegetation would be a big help as it 

reclaims those shining glass buildings.

“I really like this skyline heavy clean terrain style which I feel 

has a real PHR feel about it and hope they do something a 

little more clunky and less re� ned for the UCM”

noyjatat
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Micro Art Studio’s Wolsung welcomes 

some new Market Terrain, previously 

announced at Essen, for use in adding 

some character to your Steampunk 

tabletop.

Each of the di� erent terrain sets gives you 

all manner of scatter terrain pieces which 

would be useful for creating vibrant hubs 

of life, crafting a great narrative.

As well as the rather traditional looking 

Fish Market and Spice Market we have the 

rather more Steampunky Golemic Market 

packed with mechanical bits and pieces for 

working on your latest contraptions.

NEW MARKET TERRAIN NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR USE IN WOLSUNG

PULP, PUNK, HORROR & WEIRD ► SHOP.MICROARTSTUDIO.COM

“Details like these are the perfect way to 

bring a gaming table to life.”

Justin
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With a new Starter Set arriving, Kick-O� !, we’ve taken the opportunity to 
sit down with Mat Hart, the Creative Director at Steamforged Games 

to talk about Guild Ball, looking at the game itself 

and where they see it going in the future.

IT’S ALL ABOUT TO KICK OFF! 
WITH THE NEW GUILD BALL STARTER SET

FANTASY ► STORE.GUILDBALL.COM
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BoW: For those who don’t know can 
you give us a brief introduction as to 
what Guild Ball is?

Mat Hart: Guild Ball is a fantasy sports 
game that blends medieval “mob” 
football with axes and knives. You get to 
take on the coaching role for one of the 
Free States’ many famous Guilds. Your 
task begins by building a roster from the 
Guild’s members to design your team. 

Then, you must lead your team to 
victory by scoring victory points with 
your team. How? You can coach your 
players to score goals or to take out the 
opposing team’s players, or mix it up 
with a bit of both! 

The path to victory is up you, and you 
can make it as bloody as you want! 
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What is the background of the Guild Ball 
universe; how have these teams ended up 
playing against each other?

Mob football is a game generally played 
between neighbouring towns and villages 
on feast days (hence the popularity). Players 
on opposing teams clash to control a leather-
wrapped, in� ated pig’s bladder and attempt 
to kick it into the opponent’s goal. Over the 
years, rudimentary leagues and tournaments 
have sprung up. There have even been some 
national-level games between some city 
states.

The powerful Guilds of the land have taken 
advantage of the huge popularity of the 
sport as another means to control the masses. 
They invested vast sums of money, creating 
professional Guild sponsored teams and 
structured leagues. The public went crazy 
as the game was elevated to new heights of 
spectacle. 

Guild Ball was born amidst a blaze of interest 
and publicity, and with it came a whole new 
business and revenue stream for the Guilds. 
Games are now played out in front of vast 
crowds of fans, but behind the scenes, the 
results can have greater consequences for 
Guilds. Fortunes are often won and lost on the 
kick of a ball.
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One of the things that people point to with 
Guild Ball is its cinematic nature. Can you 
think of any awesome moments yourself that 
have come up when playing the game?

During a recent game, I was tied 8–8 with my 
opponent. With the turn coming to an end, 
we were both desperate for our team to score 
that � nal goal. As luck would have it, my last 
activation of the turn was my Mascot Salt, who 
had the slimmest chance to win the game for 
me! If I wanted this victory, I was going to need 
to � ght with everything Salt had to o� er. 

Any conservative coach knows that if any one 
of these steps failed, I would risk losing Salt the 
following turn as my opponent’s team mauled 
him, or worse - I would leave myself with a 
horrible board position and leave the win 
to my opponent! But I’m not a conservative 
coach, and that kind of win was just too good 
to resist. So, I picked up my dice and went for it.

I activated Salt, who dodged out of combat 
and sprinted wildly over to grab the ball. Now 
it was time for the � rst nail biting moment of 
many. Would Salt pass the ball?!?! I didn’t have 
the spare momentum to boost the roll, so I had 
to do it on straight dice… and BRILLIANT! Salt 
pulled it o� ! I was starting to get really excited 
at this point. 

Now, all I had to do was complete the snap kick 
from Corsair and the game would be mine. 
I picked up my dice, told them to bring their 
A game, and gave ‘em a good shake. Silence 
enveloped the entire store during this dramatic 
moment, well at least it did in my mind. 

As the dice hit the table, they revealed my 
fate…I was looking at double 6s, which meant 
not only did Corsair get the required success 
but it was also a screamer! It was an amazing 
play that captures everything great and 
exciting about this game.

To pull it o� , not only would my Mascot need 
to dodge away from the current brawl he 
was wrapped up in but he would also have to 
sprint to pick up the ball and then complete 
a pass to Corsair who MIGHT be able to do 
a snap shot. As I reviewed the insane list of 
things required to go right to pull o�  a game 
winning goal, I realised the immense risk
this plan introduced.
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With people eagerly awaiting your new Starter Set, Kick-O� . Can you tell us what’s inside this 

new set?

We’re so proud of our starter set Kick O� ! It’s literally everything you and a friend need to play a 

full game of Guild Ball in one box! 

Two complete teams of pre-assembled board game plastic models, tokens for both teams as 

well as the condition tokens you might need, tons of dice, a double-sided fold out pitch, enough 

health dials for each player and mascot, two sets of movement widgets and templates, two 

victory point trackers, two goals, punch out terrain pieces, and a rule book... 

When we say everything, we mean EVERYTHING you need to get cracking with your � rst game of 

Guild Ball.

THE BREWERS

THE MASONS
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Materials, be they plastic/metal/resin, are a tool for us to use 
to accomplish a task. Each material brings unique features 
to the table that can accomplish speci� c objectives. A few 
months back, we commissioned a metallurgist to create 
a new, lead-free metal for our miniatures for two speci� c 
reasons. First, we wanted to make sure we were o� ering the 
safest materials available. Second, we wanted to push the 
level of detail we could get from those molds.

I still remember how excited everyone in the o�  ce was when 
we got the � rst test back. The detail was so crisp that the 
metal had picked up the 3D printer lines from the master 
model. It was amazing!

The board game plastic we sourced for 
Kick O� ! is just as amazing in its own 
unique way. Since Kick O� ! is a 
starter set designed to introduce 
Guild Ball to new coaches, we 
knew our audience was going 
to be a more casual crowd. 
That meant these minis would 
be handled di� erently. Spindly 
metals that require a delicate 
touch just wouldn’t match this 
beginner audience. 

We needed these minis to be 
able to survive being tossed 
back in the box after a game, 
which meant making sure our 
material was durable and resistant 
to permanent damage from this kind of 
use. While durability was a big concern 
for us, just like with our new metal 
alloy, we also demanded a level 
of detail from this material not 
previously seen in the industry. 
So we ended up with 
models that 

are both durable and have great 
amount of detail for our starter set! 

You will also notice some of the 
miniatures have been reposed in 
their new plastic incarnations. We 
knew right out of the gate that we 
wanted our promise of “this box 
contains everything you need to 
get started” to be true and accurate. 
That meant no need to � nd glue or 
clippers, card sleeves or markers, 
so we redesigned the sculpts so 

we could produce these plastic 
miniatures fully assembled!

While we love this 
new plastic for 
Kick O� !, there 

are no current 
plans to o� er 

any other models 
(outside of those 

included in the starter set) 
in this material. Now, that’s 

not to say that we don’t 
have other exciting 
material updates and 
changes in the works! 

We are always looking to 
make the best products in the 

industry and to push the status 
quo—it’s a part of our core values 

and how we approach each game 
we develop. So who’s to say what 

new and exciting materials you 
may be seeing enter into our 

catalog in the near 
future…

With the teams in the box being plastic have you considered moving in that direction for the range 
as a whole or are you comfortable with Metal and Resin?
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After picking up the Starter 
Set and playing a few games 
what next step would you 
recommend players taking; 
maybe even new Guilds that 
should be added to their 
collection?

Grabbing a copy of Kick-o� ! 
means you will have full six-
player teams for both the 
Masons and the Brewers. 
The best next step would be 
looking at some of the other 
Masons and Brewers models 
out there to give you some 
more � exibility when it comes 
to team selection.

Fortunately, we’ve included a 
tactical advice breakdown in 
the Kick-o� ! starter set to help 
you decide which models to 
go for.

Guild Ball has somewhat exploded with popularity over the 
last year or so - did you ever think it was going to be as big 
as it is?

We’re all gamers at Steamforged Games, and we knew right 
from the start of the company that we were going to create 
something amazing, something industry changing. We’ve 
focused on a very simple strategy: make a game that’s fun 
to play, support it with great models, and work with the 
community to keep it healthy. 

We knew once people got their hands on the rules and the 
models, they would fall in love with Guild Ball. And let’s be 
clear: Guild Ball has no limits for what it can achieve.

We are completely and totally dedicated to creating the best 
miniatures game out there and to making sure 
the play experience of our community 
is second to none!
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How have the tournaments been developing for 
Guild Ball - have you found people getting stuck 
into the competitive scene?

Absolutely! It’s amazing to think that on any given 
weekend, there is usually a Guild Ball tournament or 
two being played somewhere in the world! 

We’ve got some serious plans for expanding our 
organised play support for the coming season too, 
so things will only get bigger and better, and this 
year in November, we’ll be hosting a Guild Ball World 
Championship Finals at our � rst-ever SteamCon. 

Under one roof, we’re going to have Players from all 
over the world competing to be the very � rst Guild 
Ball World Champion.

Guild Ball focuses in on the sporting 
aspect of your Fantasy world but 
have you considered exploring 
other elements of this universe too 
in di� erent ways - we have Shadow 
Games already but would you like it to 
go further?

We’re certainly more than a little in love 
with the setting of the Free Cities. It’s 
a rich and diverse world that would be 
a brilliant backdrop for any number of 
other games. 

We’re going to continue to develop 
ideas and games in this world for many 
years to come. 
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We’ve seen plenty of new players and an 
expanded range for most of the Guilds in 
the game but do you have plans in place 
for the next step - is there more 
beyond the Farmer’s Guild?

We have a ‘hot list’ of nearly 
a dozen new guilds that are 
in the queue to be fully 
developed. And beyond 
this, there are around 
thirty or forty high-level 
ideas for guilds that 
we could work on. The 
key will be keeping 
a balance between 
adding cool new 
models and options 
to existing guilds 
and expanding the 
number of guilds 
that are available to 
play.

Beyond this, we have 
several exciting new ways 
to play Guild Ball coming that 
will keep the game very fresh and 
exciting. 

Good times ahead!

Thanks Mat and good luck with 
Guild Ball as it continues to grow!

So there you have it. A look 

into the world of Guild Ball and 

the new Kick O� ! set, plus a few 

helpful tips for those who want 

to get started with the game. 

Kick-O� ! looks like it’s going to 

be a fantastic way to get in on 

the ground � oor so make your 

choice; Masons or Brewers?
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Inspired by a binge of Time Team episodes 

Warbases have crafted an awesome 

looking Roman Villa terrain set.

The main Villa looks fantastic and comes 

with plenty of wonderful detail worked into 

the windows and the doors. However, this 

is just the main hub for a whole complex 

of buildings as you can see from the 

impressive layout above.

WARBASES CRAFTS A FANTASTIC 
LOOKING ROMAN VILLA SET

HISTORICAL & MODERN ► WARBASES-UK.BLOGSPOT.CO.UK
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A STATEMENT OF PROSPERITY
Larger wings and towers have also been 
designed to set around the main villa. This 
gives you more areas to � ght around when the 
Celts come knocking on your door and it adds 
to the grandeur of the project, showing the 
Romans had achieved prosperity and power in 
the region.

As if that’s not enough, Warbases have gone 
further and also created a beautiful central 
piece that could � nd itself sitting within 
the complex or maybe used as a Temple 
further out on the fringes of the 
settlement.

This sure is one grand 
structure and worth 
including as some kind of 
focus piece in-game. 

It would be a blast to see 
Celtic warriors clambering up 
onto the low roof trying to 
get inside and raid the place.

lordofuzkulak

“In addition to being sacked by Celts, this’d look good 

as a ludo for a Spartacus style gladiator uprising.”
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Mierce Miniatures have added a whole host of fantastic releases to 
Darklands this month with some more massive beasts and plenty of 
characters too. 

TORLEIK THE TROLL
Leading the way on the battle� eld we have the huge and mighty 
Torleik. He is the � rst new Troll in a while to join the Norse but the 
wait has been worth it. The sculpt is based on the artwork by Stefan 
Kopinski and the model was sculpted by Allan Carrasco who has 
made quite a name for himself.

Wielding a pair of axes this disheveled monster looks 
like he would make short work of anybody unfortunate 
enough to meet him.

We think a wet look would be good for him, as if he 
has just pulled himself out of the swamp.

MIERCE MINIATURES BRING 
MONSTROUS NEW BEASTS TO THE 
WORLD OF DARKLANDS

FANTASY ► MIERCE-MINIATURES.COM

demyse 

“Love this model range, deserves more love.”
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Aggrakk then stomps his way 
out of the swamps ready to 
crush his foes and it seems 
hammers are the weapon of 
choice if your a massive beast 
like these two. 

The scar on his snout is a nice 
addition to his character, telling 
a smidgen of a story with a 
simple bit of sculpting.

We’re impressed with the way 
Mierce work on their Darklands 
monsters and it’s tempting to try 
and paint each one individually.

CQAA MEET AGGRAKK 
Next we have Cqaa who will 

be swinging his mighty stone 

hammer into his many foes as 

they try and pierce his thick hide.

What struck us about this model 

was the way the fur detailing 

has been done across the whole 

body. That little touch means that 

with a bit of drybrushing and 

some washes you could make this 

character look superb. 

The bone and stone work is also 

neat, giving a sense of the battle 

damage he’s su� ered through.
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HEADING TO THE SKIES
Birna here is mounted on a Fellhrafn, 

diving towards the battle� eld to scoop up 

some terri� ed foe. 

The bird looks fantastic and the rider too 

although we think it would have been nice 

to see her posed with lance downwards 

towards whatever her mount is lining up 

for the kill.

Matching her we have another 
mounted character with an Orc 
Warlord of all things atop a Wyvern, a 
warrior by the name of Grimbash.

Now this guy knows how to get 
around in style. There are other 
mounted characters available with 
Warlords and even Sorcerers available 
plus all manner of weapon options. 
But of all of them, we think Grimbash 
looks the best!

mecha82 

“Those are some great looking monsters.”
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Brother Vinni have been tinkering around 
with robots in the post-apocalypse once 
again as they add the Tricycle Bot to their 
Nuclear Sandlot range.

This bot is scaled for 28mm so it will � t in 
with plenty of the models that you already 
have in your collection. Armed with two 
big rotating guns it looks like it would be 
quite the handful to deal with.

It would be cool to run a few of these 
around the perimeter of a base and have 
them work as A.I controlled defence bots 
that take shots that all that come within 
range.

SCIENCE FICTION ► BROTHER-VINNI.COM

THE TRICYCLE BOT POOTLES INTO 
BROTHER VINNI’S POST-APOCALYPSE
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With the new Arthurian SAGA rules on the way 
from Gripping Beast and Studio Tomahawk, 
we’re going to be seeing new warbands 
taking to the � eld of battle. With that in mind, 
Footsore has shown o�  two such warbands 
of their own creation.

First let’s get a look at their set of Early Saxon 
Raiders who are looking to pillage the shores
of Albion and claim land for themselves. This 
warband is made up of models from their 
existing collection providing a great starting 
point for collecting the full range.

FOOTSORE REVEALS NEW WARBANDS 
PERFECT FOR A GAME OF SAGA

HISTORICAL & MODERN ► FOOTSOREMINIATURES.CO.UK
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The same goes for their Romano-British 

warband that you see here, looking to 

defend the isles from marauding invaders. 

But, unlike the Saxons these Romano-

British have some Heavy Cavalry which 

makes us think if these warbands clashed 

they would have the edge in battle.

If you’ve ever been interested in the 

mysticism and legends of this period 

then these warbands could provide you 

with a Historical insight into the turmoil 

of the times and set you up to tell grand 

stories of victory on the battlefield and 

sad losses too.

“I’d have to pick up the Romano-British 

and defend our shores!”

Ben
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Zealot Miniatures has designed up a set of four 

alternative Female Heroes for you to use in a dungeon 

crawl. Based on the traditional format we have a 

Barbarian, Warrior, Rogue/Ranger and a Wizard.

Leading the way we have the Barbarian in her furs 

and leathers holding up a mighty broadsword to 

battle her foes.

We love the musclebound sculpt of this warrior. 

She’s got power and weight, and it looks 

like no situation is going to phase her.

ZEALOT MINIATURES SHOW OFF THEIR 
NEW FANTASY FEMALE HEROES

FANTASY ► ZEALOTMINIATURES.COM
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Matched against the barbarian we have the stalwart 
Dwarf Warrior/Cleric who would be grand acting as 
the tank in battle.

Clad in heavy plate armour with a mighty axe in hand 
she is the rock in the raging stream. A big chunky lass 
with a big chunky axe!

Thirdly we have the more lithe and agile Elf who 
would make a perfect Ranger or Rogue. 

The bow design is beautiful and we like the addition 
of the gems and metal armour pieces, mixing things 

up from the traditional leather.

She seems like a no nonsense character who’s 
reasonably well armoured, a professional at what 

she does.

Last but not least we have the rather cocky looking 
Wizard summoning magical energy from her sta� 
and spellbook. The � ames � owing around her 
implements provide her with an intense look 
marking her out as a deadly mystic.

We love the smirk on her face which only a Wizard 
could pull o� ! She knows she’s powerful and 
probably wouldn’t hesitate to � re o�  a few � reballs.
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With the Kickstarter from Kingdom Death 1.5 looking to potentially be the 

biggest fundraising e� ort ever, we turn to our expert survivors Chris Handley 

and James Valadas Marques from Darker Days Radio (www.darker-days.org) 

to learn more about the game and just what makes it so special.

THE RETURN OF THE KINGDOM 
KINGDOM DEATH: MONSTER 1.5

FANTASY ► KINGDOMDEATH.COM
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WHAT IS KINGDOM DEATH: MONSTER?
Chris: Kingdom Death: Monster (KD:M) is the labour 
of love of Adam Poots and his team. It’s been a long 
time since the original game set records, way back in 
November 2012. Black Friday. Kingdom Death day to 
some. Raking in over $2 million the game ballooned 
and evolved. Originally PVC, the huge amount of money 
brought in allowed Poots to create the game with hard 
plastic models. This change resulted in a � nal product that 
was high quality, had high replay value, and came in a 
huge box. But what is Kingdom Death: Monster?

As a miniatures board game, some would think 
it was just another “Ameritrash” product - 
a game focused on monsters, heroes, 
� ghting, and lots of luck. To an extent 
this is true, as the game is clearly 
inspired by Warhammer Quest, 
and the random event tables 
of campaign miniature 
games like Necromunda 
and Mordheim. 

That being said, KD:M 
is also a solo/co-op 
game with a focus on 
resource management, and 
developing a civilisation, so 
there are some Eurogame like 
qualities too.

In KD:M the story that emerges 
is that of four “survivors”, people 
who, with nothing but a loincloth to 
wear, awake in a strange landscape of 
a ground made up of stone faces, and 
darkness everywhere. They claw at their 
eyes to remove dried ink, and � nd they 
have with them lanterns that provide the 
only illumination in this foreboding world. 
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In this world the survivors must face 
the nightmare creatures that prowl the 
landscape, while using the spoils of 
their kills to help foster and grow their 
settlement of fellow survivors.

Many monsters roam the landscape. 
There is the White Lion, that has human 
like hands for paws. The Screaming 
Antelope is a skinless beast, with a 
gaping maw that opens at the belly and 
is able to gobble up people. The Phoenix 
is covered in grasping hands that erupt 
from between the feathers and it is able 
to manipulate time.

There are also more human like aggressors who 
endanger the settlement, such as the mad Butcher, 
who is covered in armour and lanterns with human 
faces stretched over them. The King’s Man is an 
armoured warrior, and herald of the King and Scribe. 
The Hand is a swordsman of unequalled skill and 
another in service of the King. And then there is 
the Watcher...but we’ll leave that mystery for you to 
uncover.

A KD:M game is many things at once. A campaign 
of the basic game takes roughly between twenty to 
twenty-� ve sessions. Each session consists of a Hunt 
Phase, a Showdown Phase, and a Settlement
Phase.
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THE HUNT IS ON
In the Hunt Phase a band of survivors 
from the settlement head out, enduring 
random encounters in the nightmare 
world, until they � nally � nd their prey. In 
the basic core game survivors can hunt 
White Lions, Screaming Antelopes, and 
Phoenixes, with each monster having three 
di�  culty levels to choose from. However, 
the Butcher, King’s Man, The Hand, and the 
Watcher, are nemesis encounters that you 
don’t hunt. They come to � nd you.

A BRUTAL SHOWDOWN
After the hunt phase, assuming the 
survivors found their prey in the case of 
monsters that are quarries, the survivors 
battle the monsters on the gridded board. 
This Showdown Phase features monster 
AI cards that dictate how the monster acts, 
how it attacks, and whom it attacks. 

This randomised deck of cards is also the 
health of the monster, and cards are lost 
from the deck as the monster is wounded 
by the survivors. The monster also has a hit 
location deck, to again randomise how the 
monster is injured, and how it reacts to the 
strikes the survivors land.
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HOME SWEET HOME
In the Settlement Phase survivors who 
live to � ght again return to camp with 
animal parts and other pieces that they 
found, and from these parts the settlement 
develops. New weapons and armour are 
made, or new innovations are explored, 
such as face painting or pottery for 
example. 

These new armours and innovations 
unlock new abilities, innovations, and 
new equipment. Equipment itself is 
developed to unlock bonuses, in a manner 
reminiscent to the junctioning system of 
the Final Fantasy video games.

Ultimately as the game progresses new 
events, items, and survivors are found 
while heroes are born and killed. Hopefully, 
by the end game, your settlement will have 
developed enough for the � nal battle.
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PRINCIPLES OF DEATH - BASICS OF THE GAME
James: KD:M is a game of beautiful brutality and at it’s core you 
take control of a settlement and manage gathering resources 
along with reacting to the events that can befall you.

KD:M uses a lot of interlocking systems to 
ensure that no encounter is predictable 
and something as simple as hunting a 
monster requires players to close in on 
the monster by moving along a hunt track 
and constantly unveiling cards that cause 

events to play out, some of these cards ask 
you to roll on a d100 table for a huge range 

of possible events.

Many events, both in and out of combat, call on players to 
trigger story events from the rulebook. These can be anything 
from particularly dangerous attacks that provide hunters with a 
learning experience to survivors learning from the experience of 
age or even su� ering the e� ects of a severe injury.

The early game starts out fairly 
simply with basic weapons and 
armour but quickly develops 
as the settlement innovates 
new technologies and hunts 
di� erent species of monsters. 
Equipment is managed on 
a 3x3 grid which allows 
equipment to gain a�  nity 
bene� ts when it is adjacent to 
other equipment, with three 
colours of a�  nity equipment 
management is a game in and 
of itself.
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As the campaign develops story events play out 

that introduce new quarries to be hunted or 

trigger showdowns with the infamous Nemeses. 

Each monster that the players choose to hunt 

comes with a number of di� erent decks 

of cards which add their own 

variations to hunt events, 

special resources, 

AI behaviour, 

hit locations, 

� ghting arts and 

technological 

innovations.

AI behaviour is handled elegantly 

through drawing cards from an 

AI deck. Each time a monster 

deck is created cards are collated 

from three di� erent levels of AI 

behaviour creating monsters 

that feel consistently identi� able 

while unique enough to be 

unpredictable. These AI cards also 

act as an indicator of monster 

health making them more 

predictable, though no less deadly, 

as the hunt draws on and they 

become more desperate.
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KD:M also provides several di� erent ways to 
play the game with variants to basic rules 
like equipment or starting settlements, and 
even a huge change in the Hero ruleset that 
allows survivors to avoid deadly results on 
the hunt. These other options provide tons 
of replayability on top of what is already in 
the box and let you easily tailor your game 
to suit your group.

Expansions that already 
exist add Quarries, 
Nemeses or 
new timelines 
to a campaign. 
The core game 
itself however 
has more than enough 
content contained within, but a carefully 
chosen expansion or two will add a lot to a 
campaign.
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IT RETURNS - KINGDOM 
DEATH: MONSTER 1.5
Chris: So if you are reading this in the forty-three 
odd days after Black Friday 2016, and wondering 
what on earth is this 1.5 nonsense, well here is what 
we know. All backers of the reprint of the game will 
get the 1.5 version of the game. Owners of the game 
can also back the campaign to get an upgrade pack. 
The upgrade pack contains a brand new hardback 
rulebook. The upgrade to 1.5 also means tweaks and 
new content for the game. Some of these tweaks are 
to certain game cards, or settlement locations. While 
other additions are far more signi� cant. 

Perhaps the big reveal as part of the 1.5 

content is the new boss added to the 

game, which extends the campaign by 

another � ve lantern years, and adds new 

equipment to help in that � nal � ght. The 

new boss is the Gold Smoke Knight, 

a model before only seen in resin, and 

now available as a hard plastic model 

as part of the core game, and as part 

of the upgrade kit for current owners 

of the game. Check out the kickstarter 

page for more details on the tweaks, 

modi� cations and additions.
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THROW THE BONES 
D100 STYLE
Chris: Perhaps most intriguing 
other than the expected stretch 
goals, is the Gambler’s Chest, 
the new Philosophy of Death, 
and the First Hero expansion. 
The Chest is a random goodies 
box with contents that will be 
revealed over the course of the 
campaign. You can also get a 
new game book for Kingdom 
Death: Monster Advanced 
(working title) which contains a 
plethora of new rules, including 
a overhaul of the � ghting arts 
system.

The First Hero expansion is a new way of 
jumping into the action with a campaign 
that starts the game with a developed 
settlement and experienced survivors. 
These four advanced survivors must 
face the � rst hero of a settlement in your 
attempt to take control of the camp. This 
First Hero though is no pushover - they are 
the ultimate hunter, the only hunter, of this 
settlement you are aiming to takeover!
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WHY DO WE PLAY KINGDOM DEATH: MONSTER?
Chris: Back when I started out wargaming, it was when 
Necromunda came out. That along with games like Gorkamorka, 
and Mordheim, featured campaign systems that used random 
event tables and random injury tables, which when combined with 
the � ghts between gangs and perhaps the help of a campaign 
master, creates a sprawling emergent story. 

The nature of the random tables, and how the gang members 
would advance and develop, meant that no single campaign was 
ever the same as another. You risked hell and high water as gang 
members were sent out on trials in the hopes you got some new 
item or resource (Darker Days Radio episode #71 is where we talk to 
Mordheim creator Tuomas Pirinen about this sort of gameplay). There 
is a perverse pleasure in risking it all and potentially losing a valued 
character.

KD:M taps into that high risk and reward gameplay, along with 
“roguelike” mechanics, civilization building and procedurally 
controlled monsters, to deliver a game that is both super� cially 
simple, but very deep, sprawling, and organic, with high chances of 
permadeath for survivors.

KD:M also taps into a thematic style similar to the anime/manga 
Berserk. Both the art style and the style of the monsters 
are similar, and the nightmarish body horror is the sort of 
thing we have not seen in a game since the old Realms 
of Chaos books. 

It is as if H.R. Giger and Classical Greek sculpture had a 
baby. A scary body horror baby. For a painter like myself, 
that presents wonderful opportunities to use paint 
schemes that explore � esh tones and alien, unnatural colour 
combinations.

Ultimately KD:M is the RPG like game that I have needed, and 
presents the challenges I like to face and test myself against on the 
tabletop.
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James: KD:M also echoes trends in digital 
gaming. It draws on the Monster Hunter 
phenomenon which has seen many imitators 
in the digital � eld. A team of four hunters work 
together to overcome giant monsters with 
crazy weapons and then render them down 
into component parts to build equipment out 
of.

KD:M pulls in the tough roguelike gameplay 
that has become so popular as of late with 
each game feeling like it’s teaching you vital 
strategies ahead of your next run. It’s not afraid 
to kill o�  survivors in brutal fashion and in this 
way it feels like playing a Dark Souls game 
too. 

Personally I feel the success of KD:M has 
probably gone some way to providing 
the right environment for the Dark Souls 
boardgame project to � ourish on Kickstarter.

Playing together with friends is a great feeling; 
the campaign playing out like an RPG without 
a storyteller and creating shared experiences. 
The game often reminds me of raiding in MMO 
games with � ghts often requiring precise 
positioning, planning and an ability to react to 
situations as they rapidly spiral out of hand. 

Tales of heroism, sacri� ce, narrow victories and 
horrendous loss all pull together to create a 
narrative that makes each settlement unique.
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So there you have it. Chris and James 
have certainly won us over to the world 

of Kingdom Death: Monster. If you 
still � nd yourself needing to know more 

you can follow our Let’s Play series 
with Chris from Darker Days Radio 

(www.darker-days.org) over on the 
Beasts Of War website.
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Recently Warren spent some 
time looking into ways of making a 
board game look good without going 
through the hassle of fully painting the 
miniatures in the box, and he decided 
to try a Cel Shading approach. 

It turns out it works pretty well. 
So, John set to work applying the 
technique to The Walking Dead: All 
Out War, to see if this treatment would 
work both on the miniatures and the 
terrain pieces. Since the game is based 
on the graphic novels, it could be done 
in a manner that re� ects that style. 

Let’s see how it’s done...

“CEL SHADING” 
THE WALKING DEAD

PULP, PUNK, HORROR & WEIRD ► MANTICGAMES.COM
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PRIMING THE WALKERS 
& SURVIVORS 
When starting with this approach to 
painting, the primer is going to act as 
just that and the main colour for the 
miniatures. With this in mind I looked back 
over the paper assets in the game box, 
which show large images in tones of red 
with cream plus black with white. 

I decided that the Walkers would be 
primed in Army Painter Chaotic Red and 
the Survivors in Grey. I used Halfords Grey 
but Army Painter Uniform Grey would 
also be suitable. 

This gives the models an immediate “Good 
Guys & Bad Guys” look, making them easy 
to spot from a distance so you can � gure 
out who is who. 
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PRIMING THE TERRAIN
Since we are painting the 
Kickstarter box set we also have 
some terrain elements to deal 
with. I want them to be painted in 
the same style as the miniatures 
but look less striking and more like 
they belong in the background. 
With this in mind I primed them 
in Halfords Matt Black, but 
again, Army Painter Matt Black 
is a suitable choice, and probably 
the � rst choice if you don’t have 
a Halfords near you, or in your 
country. 
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In the world of Graphic Novels, Cel Shading is 
the cornerstone of the artistic style. When the 
art is produced the artist starts with the basic 
drawing and adds shading to the areas that 
require it. 

On miniatures we have to nearly reverse this 
approach as we already have details there 
for us to work with. The priming gives us the 
overall colour we need and then we have 
to add highlights to accentuate the detail 
provided on the model. 

This is where a di� erence of opinion between 
myself and Warren turned this article from a 
“here is how we do it” to “here are di� erent 
ways to do it”. 

Warren and I both love airbrushes, they are 
e� ective and quick when trying to achieve the 
same result over multiple models. 

However, in the case of The Walking Dead and 
the style we were looking for, I believed that 
a drybrush may act in a way that would more 
closely follow the Cel Shaded style.

HOW DO WE HIGHLIGHT THESE MODELS?
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TRYING OUT BOTH TECHNIQUES
Since neither of us could convince the other that 

our approach would be better, we decided to 

show both approaches in the article and let you, 

our readers, decide what approach you would use 

on your own collection.

 

For the Walkers I went for a highlight of Army 

Painter Skeleton Bone and on the Survivors I 

went with Army Painter Matt White. The terrain 

pieces got an airbrush of Matt White too. 
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THE HIGHLIGHT RESULTS
At this stage you can really see the di� erence 
between drybrushing and airbrushing. I was struck 
with an idea at this stage, which I will come back to 
in my � nal thoughts later on. 

AirbrushedDrybrushed

Airbrushed
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Airbrushed With Quickshade AppliedDrybrushed With Quickshade Applied

SHADING IS KING
Anybody who has opened a scale model magazine will 
have no doubt seen someone using the pre-shading 
approach before adding a base colour. At this stage 
you would be forgiven in thinking that this article was 
about to get a lot more complicated. In fact, we are 
nearly � nished!

No, really. It’s now time for us to add some shading, 
and this is a pretty simple process but does have a long 
drying time.

I used Army Painter Quickshade Dark Tone and 
painted it on, which in itself doesn’t sound complicated 
but you have to remember to not let the Quickshade 
pool and make sure not to apply it too heavily. 

Once you have it applied to all the miniatures and 
terrain pieces you can put on a movie, have dinner, go 
to bed or even paint something else. Either way, you 
are best to leave the models overnight to properly cure 
before moving on to the next step.
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FRAMING & DULLING
Once the miniatures have fully cured there 
are two more steps to cover, which by the 
title, sounds rather boring, but the result 
makes it worthwhile. 

First o� , an observation. Using 
Quickshade does two things to the 
miniature. Firstly it shades very tightly 
into the recesses when it isn’t applied too 
heavily. Secondly it provides a very tough 
glossy coat to the model. This is ideal for 
board gaming miniatures as you rarely put 
them on a shelf, cabinet or even in their 
model trays that come in the box when 
you are done with them. As nice as the 
gloss � nish is, it’s not what we want, and 
the bases are just awful!

The � rst step, framing, is simple. Paint the 
bases black. I used Army Painter Matt 
Black in this instance. It always surprises 
me just how much “framing” really makes 
miniatures stand out. 
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With everything through the process and all placed on the 
table we now have something quite special to show o� .  

Finally, we dull all of the miniatures with a good layer of Matt Varnish. I used Humbrol Enamel 
Varnish for this set, but you can also use Army Painter Anti-Shine in either bottle or spray can form.
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PAINTS RECAP
I really didn’t use much to achieve this 
technique but here is a quick 
reminder anyway.
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FINAL THOUGHTS:
THE BEST OF BOTH 
WORLDS?
I want to take a moment to 

describe the idea I had earlier 

in regards to airbrushing 

over drybrushing. I like both 

ways for sure, but perhaps 

you had the same thought 

I did. Use both. Airbrushing 

the survivors gives them a 

softer, more alive look, while 

drybrushing the Walkers 

makes them look more 

jagged, decrepit and overall...

quite dead. 

Warren and I still can’t really 

come to an agreed solution, 

so I thought the inclusion 

of both approaches on 

di� erent miniatures would 

be the most appealing, in my 

opinion.

But, I leave it in your hands 

now. If you feel one works 

better than the other then 

you should do it! The fact 

we covered two di� erent 

methods here should help 

when you come to trying this 

out for yourself and I hope 

you have picked up on the 

idea of using Quickshade as 

the way to go in the future. 

Thanks for reading! 
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CONVERTED SPACE MARINE
by vitor
We’re � rst taking a look at the versatility of 

the Stormcast Eternal set and what you can 

do if you set your mind to it! Take a look at 

this Minotaur Space Marine by vitor which 

has been converted up using a Stormcast 

Eternal and some Forge World Minotaur 

pieces. 

The style of the armour works nicely for 

a more ‘true-scale’ Space Marine and the 

shoulder pads and helmet � t in nicely with 

the overall design. With that Grecian looking 

armour it had to be a Minotaur Chapter 

marine too that he chose! 

We’re really impressed with what he’s been 

able to achieve here and with a few Sci-Fi bits 

and pieces around the waist and that more 

futuristic looking sword it really has come to 

life.

…oh and he painted it too!

Every month we award Golden Buttons to community 
members who produced outstanding work which they  show 

cased in the Beasts of War Forum. Here are just a few.

HIGHLIGHTS THIS MONTH
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TEAM YANKEE SOVIETS
by wolfch
Heading to the realm of Historical 
Wargaming we take a peek at some of the 
work done by wolfch on his Soviets for 
Team Yankee. 

The paint job is neat and has a very 
clean � nish to it. When you see them like 
this you truly appreciate just how big 
these helicopters are too! As a personal 
preference we might have been tempted 
to add a bit of weather here and there but 
sometimes you just don’t need it. He also 
painted up the tanks from the Soviet set 
too!

WALKING DEAD WALKERS
by maddgame
Inspired by the Boot Camp maddgame 
painted up some of the Walkers from The 
Walking Dead: All Out War. These dead folk 
are looking good and it’s nice to see them 
with spots of bright colours too!

The collection of Walkers included within 
the set o� er up so many di� erent options 
when it comes to painting.

Well done maddgame and we’re looking 
forward to seeing what else is on the way 
for your set.
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SHARPE’S 95TH RIFLES 
SOLDIER
by alfonsothetraitor
We’re staying with Historical and looking 
toward the Napoleonic-era now as we 
take a look at this soldier in the traditional 
green that you’ll know from the TV Show 
Sharpe, and of course history itself. This 
fellow looks particularly fantastic with his 
ri� e up, ready to charge into action. 

Now all you need is a grizzled veteran that 
looks like Sean Bean giving him some stern 
orders. 

GEIGOR FELL-HAND 
by rtlemon
Following up as we head back to Sci-Fi we 
take a look at the work on Geigor Fell-hand 
by rtlemon. This model recently came out 
as part of Burning Of Prospero and the turn 
around to get this to the table was quick!

The thing that really struck us about this 
particular scheme was the almost matte 
quality to it. The grey looks amazing and 
it mixes very nicely with the lighter greys 
and whites on the model too. His bright 
blonde hair and spots of red act as nice 
spot colours too. 
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UCM FLEET FOR DROPFLEET
by volleyfi reandy
It’s nice to see someone step away from 
the basic grey and go for something a bit 
brighter when it comes to this � eet. We 
think it has come o�  rather nicely and 
they’d look superb on the tabletop with a 
planet laid out beneath them.

Picking out the occasional panel in a 
di� erent colour helps adds to the look of a 
� eet with a purpose too. They all seem tied 
together, maybe an exploratory � eet that 
has fought together for years and so has 
taken on markings to look di� erent from 
other crews out there. 

The scheme is reportedly rather simple 
too and you can read more about it on the 
website.
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Deep Cut Studios have released another of their orbital 
wargames mats for Drop� eet Commander, with this latest 
one seeing the action take place high above the planet’s 
snowy mountains. 

The detail on this map is excellent, providing a very crisp 
image of the world below the actual con� ict. All it needs 
is a few microscopic yetis.

DEEP CUT SET YOUR BATTLES ABOVE SNOWY SLOPES

Onslaught Miniatures have shown o�  both the 6mm 
and 15mm scale work-in-progress models for the Terran 
PPF (Planetary Police Force) which will be coming soon.
 
The design looks great and we do like the big shotguns 
they’re carrying around. Mix that with some big chunky 
armour and you have some rather awesome looking 
soldiers to play around with.

LAY DOWN THE LAW WITH ONSLAUGHT’S TERRAN PPF

With such a diverse selection of tabletop 
games out there, let’s take a quick look at 
a range of items that may have passed you 
by over the month.

► DEEPCUTSTUDIO.COM

► ONSLAUGHTMINI.COM
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The M10 tank destroyer was one of the earliest tracked 
vehicles in the U.S. arsenal to see wide scale production. 
The vehicle was built on the M4 Sherman chassis with an 
open topped sloped armoured turret. This gave the tank 
the unique ability to be able to engage the enemy from 
any angle.

GALE FORCE NINE RELEASES LEND-LEASE M10 FOR TANKS

Crooked Dice has put together some new sets for their 
Lawmen, helpful allies in the � ght against the bad guys for 
7TV!

They look great and you could always use more law 
enforcement to get help with whatever predicament your 
heroes have found themselves in.

CROOKED DICE LAY DOWN THE LAW WITH NEW BOXED SET

You might remember that we’d talked about NeverRealm 
Industry a bit in the past as they summoned forth 
Elementals to do battle. Well, they’ve now just � nished up 
their � rst Earth Elemental! 

The addition of those bracing armour parts on this 
particular fellow give him more of a mystical edge. You 
could also potentially drop him into a Sci-Fi world too!

NEVERREALM SUMMON FORTH THEIR EARTH ELEMENTAL

Antediluvian Miniatures are going to be taking to 
Kickstarter soon with some Old School Orcs which would 
� nd themselves at home in the role-playing books of the 
80s and early 90s. 

It’s also nice to see Antediluvian diversifying into Fantasy 
as well as Pulp! 

ORCS TAKE SHAPE FROM ANTEDILUVIAN MINIATURES

► GF9GAMES.COM

► CROOKED-DICE.CO.UK

► NEVERREALM.DE

► ANTEDILUVIANMINIATURES.COM
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The folks over at Khurasan have been adding to their 
Sung Chinese range in 15mm scale with some models 
wielding Fire Lances both on foot and on horseback. 

The Fire Lance was a small tube attached to the end of a 
spear. It could then be ignited and would work like a small 
� amethrower/explosive at the end of the spear tip, to 
strike fear into your foes and burn enemies in the process.

Fantasy Flight Games is delving into more from the 
world of X-Wing this week as they look at the Quad 
Jumper for the Scum & Villainy faction in the game.

While not typically armed this little fellow can run rings 
around the enemy and even has the ability to � y in 
reverse too which is novel indeed! 

15MM SUNG CHINESE RANGE BY KHURSAN GETS A BOOST FANTASY FLIGHT TAKE A LOOK X-WING’S QUAD JUMPER

Asami rises up to join the cast of Bushido by GCT 
Studios. The Jung Pirates are calling on the power of a 
mystic now to help change their fate.

The painting here is superb for a start and really draws 
on that look of her being one with the ocean. The slight 
smirk on her face too is a nice sculpting touch giving you 
an insight into her character. 

An Orc, on a halftrack bike. Just think of the crazy 
kitbashing that you can do with this new kit from 
Maxmini. He can be assembled with or without the 
machine gun – or any other Orc bits you can � nd. 

Plus, each kit features a random Orc biker head, so in 
theory, you could get di� erent variants with this kit if you 
bought more than one. 

ASAMI THE SEA WITCH STORMS INTO BUSHIDOA NEW ORC HALFTRACK BIKE KIT RIDES INTO BATTLE

► KURASANMINIATURES.TRIPOD.COM

► BUSHIDO-THEGAME.COM► MAXMINI.EU

► FANTASYFLIGHTGAMES.COM
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All of the blood splattered gore of DOOM will soon be 
making its way to the tabletop from Fantasy Flight 
Games. So, they have now dived into some more of the 
gameplay features you’ll be experiencing when you don 
that power armour and � ght  like hell.

Will you be diving into DOOM?

NEW DOOM BOARD GAME ARRIVING SOON FROM FFG

Spellcrow have come out with a new terrain set that will 
let you build a defensive bulwark of trenches across the 
battle� eld. 

There is something very dramatic about scenarios that 
involve storming trench defense structures. We would 
love to see some rules for a game involving these, 
especially in the far future.

SPELLCROW TAKE TO THE TRENCHES WITH NEW TERRAIN

The Seydlitz Tracked Tank from Khurasan is joining 
their 15mm Sci-Fi collection. This is a neat update adding 
more armour to their collection.

The design of the tank is good because while it has a 
more modern day look to it the sloped sides and overall 
silhouette of the tank looks more futuristic. 

SEYDLITZ TRACKED TANK ROLLS OUT FROM KHURASAN

Bandua has a new set of terrain on the way for creating 
a North African tabletop landscape. The North African 
Village Set and the accompanying Building Sets help to 
build up an urban landscape around the larger feature 
pieces.

BANDUA SET UP A NORTH AFRICAN TABLESCAPE 

► FANTASYFLIGHTGAMES.COM

► SPELLCROW.COM

► KHURASANMINIATURES.TRIPOD.COM

► BANDUAWARGAMES.COM
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► FLAMESOFWAR.COM

Flames of War welcomes the long awaited Puma 
Panzerspäh Platoon along with a selection of six heroes.

Inside you’ll � nd a few variants of the Sd Kfz that you can 
play around with. Each comes with di� erent weapon 
options meaning that you can hone your force to � t with 
the period you’re � ghting in and the types of enemies 
you’re engaging.

Fantasy Flight Games have delved deeper into the 
Evolution Expansion for XCOM: The Board Game 
where the secretive organisation known as EXALT starts to 
interfere with the plans of your squad. 

New missions are decidedly more dangerous and you’ll 
be rolling a new die increasing your chance of failure in 
regions where the EXALT tokens have been added.

GERMAN PLASTIC PUMAS JOIN FLAMES OF WAR EXALT STRIKE THE XCOM GAME WITH NEW EXPANSION

The main reason for building a German army in Flames of 
War are their tanks and the Tiger I E Platoon is looking 
rather smashing indeed, especially since you get a lovely 
plastic kit to play around with now.

Inside this set you get � ve di� erent vehicles to build 
making some of the heaviest and nastiest tanks available 
during World War II. 

Puppets War has been tinkering away at some 
necromancy as they showed o�  this preview of some 
Undead Knights.

The way they have been posed really captures the 
shambling nature of their undeath and you could imagine 
them suddenly springing into action when they are given 
the command. 

A TIGER I E PLATOON JOIN THE RANKS IN FLAMES OF WARRATTLING SKELETONS SHAMBLE FROM PUPPETS WAR

► FLAMESOFWAR.COM

► PUPPETSWAR.EU

► FANTASYFLIGHTGAMES.COM
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Time is something that will a� ect the entirety 
of your campaign. You will � nd yourself 
answering questions about time when it 

comes to travelling and much more besides. 

It’s very easy to delve into a Fantasy world and 
use one based on our own world (Earth) but we 
wanted to try and go one step further and see 
if we could come up with interesting options 

for how you could come up with your own 
concept of time within a make believe world. 

There are lots of things to consider too when 
developing your own notion of time including 
days of the week, numbering systems, how a 

year is structured, when is it light and dark, and 
much more. Often you’ll � nd mythology tied 
into the concept of time too so your world is 

going to get a lot bigger!

MORTAL REALMS
A GUIDE TO CREATING MAKE BELIEVE WORLDS

CONSTRUCTING TIME
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I was 15 years old when one little book caused 
a ‘big bang’ in my mind. Sure, I’d been playing 
and daydreaming in fantasy worlds for a few 
years by this stage, but my little adventures at 
that time were very much centered around the 
environment I found myself in, in a moment 
that was stand alone and detached from any 
overall world. I was preoccupied with gold and 
monsters, traps and spells. It was ‘timeless’...

The Fighting Fantasy 10th Anniversary 
Yearbook, is unlikely to ever be considered 
something special, heck it was just a diary with 
a built in gamebook, very much cut down as 
you’d imagine. But it had something in it that 
changed my ‘world view’ forever, including lots 
of little references related to Time. It detailed 
the names months and even days of the week, 
it included references to anniversaries, festivals 
and celebrations all within the world of ‘Titan’ 
the Fighting Fantasy world.

It wasn’t obvious to me at 
the time, but it sparked 
a ‘big bang’ as to my 
view of fantasy worlds. 

It was like my own personal version of in� ation 
taking place in my imagination. Suddenly here 
was a detail that not only added more colour 
and texture to my view of ‘Titan’ but it did 
something powerful…it tied things together 
and provided a framework that suddenly made 
the world feel like it was alive and breathing.

I came to realise that worlds cannot exist in 
space alone, maps are beautiful things, but for 
a real sense of reality, a sprinkling of the various 
cogs of time is what can animate your world 
and bring it to life.

I shared this experience with my Mortal Realms 
partner intime Ben, and together we started 
exploring the vastness of it all, and how we 
might harness it!

Why not join us…if you have the time of course!

WARREN SHARES THOUGHTS ABOUT INSPIRING BOOK FROM HIS PAST
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SO LET’S START WITH DESCRIBING A DAY
When it comes to describing a day you’ll want to factor in a few 
things. Something that is going to a� ect everything you do when 
it comes to adventuring, be it Sci-Fi or Fantasy, is just how long a 
day is.

Once again you could go down the route of exploring a twenty-
four hour day like we have on Earth but maybe you want to 
change things up? If you have a rather short day then it might 
change the way in which settlers on your world do things.

With a very short day time and a longer night Monsters might be 
more of a threat to people. You could also go the other way of 
course and have very short night times with very long days. [The 
physics of this might take a bit of explaining but long days could 
be as a result of a binary star system, and short days could be as a 
result of an orbiting debris � eld or some strange pivoting motion 
of the planet on it’s axis - Warren]

When it comes to travel this is where you’ll � nd your characters 
pondering. When should they go and make camp and indeed 
how long should they plan for a trip? It would be interesting to 
change how time worked in a given world to tie things into more 
arduous adventures. Being caught unawares would suddenly not 
just be the preserve of the night time!

Time zones are also important to contemplate as depending on 
where you are in the world this has an a� ect on teleportation 
and communication, whether you’re in a Fantasy or a Sci-Fi world, 
because you can’t just pop up in someone’s house if they’re asleep!

TIME IN UHDAASEE: 
STRUCTURE OF A DAY
Throughout this article we’re going to be looking at 

examples of implementing time in your worlds using 

Ben’s Fantasy settlement ‘Uhdaasee’ and world he started 

building in Issue 2 of Re-Roll.

• Broken down into four periods known as Dawn, Day, 
Dusk, Dark

• Each of these is relative to around 5 hours using our own 
timing structure

• People refer to the day using these periods but also with 
a pre� x of Late or Early (for example, Late-Dawn)

• Smaller fractions of time are known as ‘Moments’ 
breaking those chunks of 5 hours down into smaller 
pieces so folks can meet and organise
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DESCRIBING WEEKS, MONTHS,
YEARS & SEASONS
Hours and Days turn into Months and of course 
Seasons rather quickly. Most adventures will span 
over many weeks and so working on how a month 
works within your world becomes a new question. 

1. MONTHS
Simply to begin with you need to think about how 
many months there are in a year? Maybe your world 
is simply split into two large months to dictate 
what would be ‘Summer’ and ‘Winter’ to us? This 
means you don’t have to get stuck into too many 
complicated details.

If you want to really get stuck into Months and 
developing them into something more interesting 
then tying them to deities and such is a good way 
of giving meaning to them. 

In our world we still have months named after Gods 
so it would make sense to have the same thing 
continue over into how months work in your game 
world. 

Maybe each month could be named after the 
personality and practise of a certain God within a 
Pantheon - possibly the worship of said God?
This gives you a good excuse to begin exploring 
the relationship between Religion and Divinity and 
the regular day to day activities of your world. 

Maybe you don’t even want to delve into that 
rabbit hole. There’s no reason a society could not 
be secular and therefore have very regimented 
and ‘boring’ numbered months. Drop all of the 
names and simply use numbers to signify the day, 
month, year - maybe even decade. It would have a 
decidedly more Sci-Fi feel to things!
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2. SEASONS
Seasons then become a larger part of how Months are created. Months are usually tied, in some 
way, to the changing of the seasons and so you could have a number of months dedicated to each, 
themed after their particular e� ect upon the people.

You could work on the premise that a particular vibrant planet might have more months dedicated to 
‘spring’ where you have massive periods of growth throughout a year..

Others, taking our ‘two month year’ example, might be more dedicated to winter and snow drawing 
on the darker side of life where there is no spring or summer to speak of.

The world of ‘A Song Of Ice & Fire’ is a good example of how a world, in this case Westeros, is hit by 
erratic and sometimes brutal seasonal change, a� ecting the lives of the normal folk and throwing the 
notion of our typical months into disarray.

TIME IN UHDAASEE: 
DAYS OF THE WEEK
A Week is broken down into � ve of 
these Days
• The � rst day -  Waken
• The second day - Toil
• The third day - March
• The fourth day - Fight
• The � fth day - Rest

TIME IN UHDAASEE: 
MONTHS
There are four Months or ‘Seasons’
• There are four Months or ‘Seasons’
• Season Of Life (Spring)
• Season Of Sun (Summer)
• Season Of Moon (Autumn)
• Season Of Death (Winter)
• There 60 Days Per Season (15 Weeks 

per Month - 5 Days Per Week)
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3. YEARS
Years are where things get interesting 

and you start to see things 

developing. With days numbered 

and dated months organised, with 

religious or secular undertones you 

start to see time beginning to stretch 

out.

One of the things that came to mind 

for us on this particular side of things 

was how the Chinese used the names 

of creatures to denote particular years 

within their calendar.

While you could use the same, think 

of how this might work within a 

Fantasy universe? You could have 

particular years dedicated to certain 

beasts of mystical beings because 

that is when they are at their most 

prevalent or powerful. [Think about 

migrations or mass hatchings that are 

not annual for example, or cycles in 

the nearby star, moons or planets]

This might also link in some way 

to the characters you play within 

this world. Say you mark particular 

years as that of the Dragon or the 

Phoenix - you could tie these into the 

characteristics of the people within 

the world. Maybe those born under 

the year of the Goblin are naturally 

more cunning and sly by nature? [or 

maybe just believed to be!]

TIME IN UHDAASEE: YEARS
Years are broken down based around creatures within this 
universe…
• Wolf, Bear, Fish, Eagle, Horse, Dragon, Serpent, Owl, Mouse, 

Shark
• They are all based on the favoured forms of the leader of the 

Gods within this realm
• Each of them focused on one of the aspects of its personality
• They believe those born in one of those ‘years’ retains the 

qualities of that Gods aspect in some way e.g - Those born 
under the Owl are wise and sagely

• Each year is given a number so each cycle through the 
favoured creatures will be (for example) Horse XIV, Dragon 
XIV and then increase the next time the creature comes 
around.
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EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS 
Once a suggestion of how time works has 
been put in place you’ll be able to explore 
just what that means for the rest of the 
activities that happen during a year and 
become annual events.

For example you might want to explore 
what ‘Christmas’ is to the people of your 
world, or how they might react to a new 
version of ‘Halloween’ which is all about 
the dead and those who have passed 
on. This sets the stage for you to place 
signi� cant events throughout the timeline. 
You could even have anniversaries of past 
battles and wars that take place.

Remember that seasons trigger cyclic 
events too such as planting, harvesting, 
hibernation or migrations! [Imagine a sea 
that can only be safely crossed during a 
short annual window - Warren]

This gives your characters something 
to look ahead to and plan around. You 
can also weave stories around these 
anniversaries as a way to deeper root your 
players into their experience.

You might also want to ask people who 
are playing in your gaming group to come 
up with an ideas to a celebrate. 

If you’re playing a Fantasy game then Elves 
or Dwarves might focus on a particular 
feast day, or the Half-Orcs celebrate a day 
when they were able to claim their rights 
within a world that had previously viewed 
them as monsters - it all adds up creating 
events during a session a character has to 
play out. 

TIME IN UHDAASEE: ANNIVERSARIES 
& CELEBRATIONS
• Regents Day - Each year there is a day set aside for the 

Regent to mark their crowning
• Feast Days - There is a Feast Day each Season to mark 

the passing from one to the other with food appropriate 
to the time of year and occasion

• Speci� c Celebrations - There are additional says set 
aside for speci� c signi� cant moments

• Battle Sorrows - Days when particular battles are 
honoured and fallen heroes

• Divinity Fall - The day when the Gods were felled 
and Magic was allowed to prosper

• Trickster Day - Based on the day a mortal stole 
from the Gods it’s a day when everyone plays tricks 
on each other.
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ASTROLOGICAL AGES & CELESTIAL EVENTS 
These can be used to carve up time and larger periods of history. An Astrological Age is noted as 
a period of history where great change happened and is divided up as per the zodiac of Western 
astrology. 

You can do the same sort of thing within a Fantasy or Sci-Fi world where you mark the changing of 
the planet or world due to massive calamities or indeed prosperous moments

This could prove to be the main reason for setting an adventure in your world as it would be superb 
to work your heroes into the very fabric of the world and its future. Knowing about a deep and rich 
backstory will make the world come to life and also give a sense of wonder to particular sections of 
your campaign. 

After all the older you make your world there more there is to explore out there in the wilderness and 
you can start to allow your heroes to research these ancient periods too.

TIME IN UHDAASEE: 
ASTROLOGICAL AGES/
EPOCHS
There have been a few major epochs 
within this world…
• The Cataclysm (when the Earth 

was formed)
• The Struggle (an Ancient clash 

between Mages and Clerics)
• The Wake (the current period of 

time)
• The World That Will Be (what 

philosophers call the coming age)

Each of these was denoted by larger 
celestial changes and the change in 
the look of a Nebula of stars which 
hangs in the sky above the planet
• The next change in the shape and 

form of the nebula is meant to 
herald the coming age
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TIMELINES
This is where we � nalise a lot of this and our 
thinking turns to how we make sure to continue 
exploring this as an adventure continues within 
your world.

You should get out some paper and a pen, or 
maybe even open up a program or two on a 
computer, and design yourself a timeline with 
each date written into it.

From here, even if nothing happens on certain 
days, you should start to record the exploits of 
your adventurers and their fortunes. You could 
mark days to remind yourself, or players, that 
it has been (for example) “160 days since you 
battled at the fort and overthrew the tyrant 
within”.

You should also take note to include speci� c 
dates and anniversaries here so that you can 
plan the events of your campaign around them. 
Players will also then be able to sit and look at this 
and maybe plan ahead for their own personal 
stories.
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TIMELINES CONTINUED
Remember most major events like wars or 
political upheavals rarely occur in isolation 
and are often based on happenings in 
the past, you can add markers to your 
timeline in the past that give your current 
adventures more meaning and a deeper 
grounding into your world.

This helps turn a world into something 
that lives, breaths and maybe even 
grows and develops with you over time. 
Imagine if you’d designed a campaign 
that could develop in time AS you played 
it - where you decide what happened in 
the down time between sessions as if that 
much time HAD passed for the � ctional 
characters. You don’t play for a month - 
well, what were they doing during that 
month?

RELATING TO THE REAL WORLD
You will have noticed that Ben has started the challenge of creating a ‘time framework’ for his world, and in his 
particular case he has really started to deviate from the structure of time we are used to as Humans here on Planet 
earth.

In my own personal case, I quite like sticking to the general structure of time we use everyday. I of course change 
the names of a lot of things, but by keeping it based on our calendar a couple of bene� ts arise...

1. We are used to it, so we don’t have moments where our head spins at the prospect of working out ‘when’ we 
are. Taking the thinking out of adventures is no bad thing in my book!

2. We can put festivals and anniversaries into real dates, that allows us to use normal calendars or even online 
calendars to remind us a particular anniversary is coming up - this is kind of fun when you’re preoccupied with 
real life only to be reminded that it’s Blood Beast Mating Season! (Better steer clear of those Caverns!) This may 
even be enough to spur your gaming group into getting together for an adventure.

3. Your adventures inside can be mirrored by what’s happening outside, you campaign world starts to � t in with 
what you are experiencing, so you’re not campaigning in a snowstorm during a heatwave.

The beauty of all of this though is, it’s entirely up to you and the buddies you play games with!
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Take a look at some of the 
great games we’ve had the 
opportunity to play over the past 
month in the studio. 

Make sure to give them a watch 
when you have a cup of tea (or 
other beverage!) handy.

A MONTH OF WE CONTROL THE FORCE WITH 
STAR WARS: DESTINY!

CUE THE DRAMATIC MUSIC, 
WE’VE GOT RUMBLESLAM!

The Ladies over in the states take on the collectible dice and card 
game Star Wars: Destiny from Fantasy Flight Games. The team will 
be breaking out the starter sets for each side; Kylo Ren and Rey.

Justin is joined by the guys from 
TTCombat to unveil their newest 
hard hitting (literally), fast paced, 
rumble in the ring, Rumbleslam: 
Fantasy Wrestling. Who will reign as 
the champion?

GAMING
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A GENTLEMANLY GAME OF WOLSUNG 
IN THE SEASIDE TOWN OF LYONSBERG

KINGDOM DEATH MONSTER - LANTERN YEAR TWO
As the new Kingdom 
Death: Monster shakes 
the internet, Chris 
Handley from Darker 
Days Radio guides us 
through the second 
part of our adventure 
with our intrepid 
survivors.

Once again Justin and 
John take to the streets 
of Lyonsberg for a battle 
that could change 
history. John’s recruited 
his trusty Inventors to 
oppose Justin’s butlers 
in the Ash & Oak 
Club. Who will win in 
this spi�  ng parade of 
chivalry.
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DROPFLEET COMMANDER:
 UCM VS SCOURGE

CHANGING HISTORY - A BOLT ACTION BEACH ASSAULT
Using the Sandy 
Shore Beach Mat from 
Deep-Cut Studio, the 
boys take on Warlord 
Games’ Bolt Action 
in a historical what if 
scenario that could have 
changed the tides of 
battle during World War II.

We dispatched our best 
Captains out to the 
frontlines of space in 
Drop� eet Commander 
from Hawk Wargames. 
Find out who will 
controls the dropzones!
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KINGDOM DEATH: MONSTER 1.5

by Kingdom Death on kickstarter.com

Goal: $100,000

CROWDFUNDING
ON OUR WATCHLIST

Ends: Sat, Jan 7 2017 11:00 PM +00:00
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TALES FROM THE LOOP

by Fria Ligan on kickstarter.com

Goal: SEK 100,000 

Ends: Thu, Dec 15 2016 7:00 PM +00:00

KRAKEN SCATTER TERRAIN (28MM)

by Tobias Dröschel on kickstarter.com

Goal: €3,000

Ends: Sun, Dec 18 2016 6:00 PM +00:00
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CMON NOW A PLC
CoolMiniOrNot have taken 
the plunge and listed 
themselves on the Hong 
Kong Stock Exchange, 
opening the possibility of a 
cash in� ux to create a war 
chest to use for potential 
acquisitions. It seems the 
market is entering a major 
consolidation phase!

STEAMFORGED GO 
PRE-ASSEMBLED
The team behind Guild 
Ball and Dark Souls are still 
pushing the innovation 
envelope, by announcing 
that Guild Ball models will 
now be pre-assembled 
plastics as standard. Quality 
will be the big test of this 
decision...

UK GAMES EXPO 
FIRING UP
The UK’s largest gaming 
convention has made 
massive announcements 
about hosting Fantasy Flight’s 
European Tournaments for 
X-Wing and more.

Vendors can still sign up to 
the 25,000 attendee event 
and entry tickets for the rest 
of us have just gone on sale 
too!!

INDUSTRIALISTS
Let’s Get Down To Business!

THE
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IN THE NEXT
ISSUE...

RE-ROLL TRAVELS 
THE WORLD
Re-Roll does go to some 
interesting places and one of 
our readers decided to take it 
on a lovely break to Disneyland 
Paris and took a quick snap on 
‘Hollywood Boulevard’! 

Thanks to @ckBrenneke for 
sending this in as it kept him 
entertained when standing in 
a queue for an hour and a half 
to meet a princess.

...ONLY JUSTIN KNOWS
AND HE’S NOT TELLING!

Where do you read 
your Re-Roll?

Email us at: re-roll@beastsofwar.com

RE-ROLL IS BACK IN FEBRUARY 
What we do know is that Re-Roll is taking a break 
over the Christmas period until February. It’s 
been one hell of a year and we’re looking forward to 
getting stuck in when we come back in 2017.
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